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AKW - Heavy Duty
Shower Curtains - Choice
of Size
Product Code: AKW-2408x

From: £26.62

To: £106.48

Inc. VAT

Product Images
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Product Options

Product Code / Size - Width x Drop (mm)

24085 - AKW Heavy Duty Shower Curtain 1800x1800mm
Drop £22.18

AKW heavy duty plain white shower curtain 1800mm width x
1800mm drop. Made from 100% woven polyester (86 grams
p/m) a water-resistant fabric which is semi-permeable and
breathable for a fast-drying time. The denser material and
weighted bottom hem prevents the shower curtain clinging
and billowing. Supplied with 11x hooks and gliders, designed
to fit AKW’s range of shower curtain rails.

24082 - AKW Heavy Duty Shower Curtain 1800x2000mm
Drop £22.18

AKW heavy duty plain white shower curtain 1800mm width x
2000mm drop. Made from 100% woven polyester (86 grams
p/m) a water-resistant fabric which is semi-permeable and
breathable for a fast-drying time. The denser material and
weighted bottom hem prevents the shower curtain clinging
and billowing. Supplied with 11x hooks and gliders, designed
to fit AKW’s range of shower curtain rails.

24084 - AKW Heavy Duty Shower Curtain 2400x1800mm
Drop £22.18

AKW heavy duty plain white shower curtain 2400mm width x
1800mm drop. Made from 100% woven polyester (86 grams
p/m) a water-resistant fabric which is semi-permeable and
breathable for a fast-drying time. The denser material and
weighted bottom hem prevents the shower curtain clinging
and billowing. Supplied with 11x hooks and gliders, designed
to fit AKW’s range of shower curtain rails.

24083 - AKW Heavy Duty Shower Curtain 2400x2000mm
Drop £22.18

AKW heavy duty plain white shower curtain 2400mm width x
2000mm drop. Made from 100% woven polyester (86 grams
p/m) a water-resistant fabric which is semi-permeable and
breathable for a fast-drying time. The denser material and
weighted bottom hem prevents the shower curtain clinging
and billowing. Supplied with 11x hooks and gliders, designed
to fit AKW’s range of shower curtain rails.
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Description

AKW heavy duty plain white shower curtains are made from 100% woven polyester, a water-resistant fabric.
With a bottom weighted hem, the denser material prevents the shower curtain clinging and billowing.

Shower curtains assist with water retention in the shower tray and must be fitted inside half height shower
screens to retain the water. When installed with level access trays they should be fitted so that the curtain
drags on the tray by 25mm (1 inch).

Key benefits:

Plain white
Easy to clean, machine washable
Plastic eyelets make it easier to thread onto the curtain rail
Helps to keep your bathroom floor free from splashes and sprays of water
Semi-permeable and breathable, fast drying time gives an added level of safety
Strong, robust, durable with increased longevity
Curtain material: 100% woven polyester, water resistant fabric
86 grams per metre material
Weighted hem
Prevents clinging and stays within the showering area
1x Hook & Glider Pack included (11x)
Available in a range of sizes Width x Drop:
- Product Code: 24085 - 1800 x 1800mm (71" x 71")
- Product Code: 24082 - 1800 x 2000mm (71" x 78 3/4")
- Product Code: 24084 - 2400 x 1800mm (94 1/8" x 71")
- Product Code: 24085 - 2400 x 2000mm (94 1/8" x 78 3/4")

Warranty:

Lifetime manufacturer warranty

Additional Information

Manufacturer AKW / Contour

Colour White


